Fabric Requirements:
Fabric A- Focus fabric, setting triangles and borders –3 yd
Fabric B- medium to dark value- ½ yd
Fabric C- medium to dark value- ½ yd
Fabric D- light to medium value- 1/8 yd
Inner border- ½ yd
Backing- 3 ¾ yd

This quilt finishes at approximate 58”square
Prior to class please cut and label the following:
Fabric A- Rectangles- cut six- 5" strips
Sub-cut into sixty four- 3 ½" x 5" rectangles – Label and set aside
Setting triangles- Large- Cut one- 5 ½" strips
Sub-cut into six- 5 ½" square and cut diagonally once for Twelve- large
triangles –label and set aside

Setting Triangles- small- cut one- 4 ½" strip
Sub- cut into eight- 4 ½" squares and cut diagonally once
for sixteen (twenty) small triangles- label and set aside
Outer borders- cut six- 6 ½" strips – label and set aside
Fabric B and C
Cut eight- 2" strips from each fabric- label and set aside
Fabric D
Cut two- 2" strips – label and set aside
other supplies:
Sewing Machine don't forget your power cord and foot control
45mm Rotary Cutter or larger
Acrylic Rulers- size 6 ½”x 24 ½” and 12 ½”x 12 ½”
18”x 24” Self-healing mat or larger

Glass head pins
Seam Rippler
Fabric Scissors- large and small
Measuring tape

Classroom Etiquette
1. Please come prepared and arrive on time for
your class
2. Please turn your cell phones to silent or vibrate
and if you must answer or make a call during
class, please step outside.
3. Please keep all side conversations and chit chat
to a minimum.
4. If you have a question in regards to the class,
please ask the instructor and not your neighbor
as your neighbor may not have the correct
answer.
5. All beverages must be in a container with a lid

